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Long known for its peculiar resistivity, showing a thus far unexplained anomalous peak as a function of
temperature, ZrTe5 has recently received rising attention in a somewhat different context. While both theoretical
and experimental results seem to point to a nontrivial topology of the low-energy electronic states, there is no
agreement on the nature of their topological character. Here, by an angle-resolved photoemission study of the
evolution of the band structure with temperature and surface doping, we show that (i) the material presents
a van Hove singularity close to the Fermi level, and (ii) no surface states exist at the (010) surface. These
findings reconcile band structure measurements with transport results and establish the topology of this puzzling
compound.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.94.081101
The first research examples on zirconium pentatelluride
ZrTe5 date from the beginning of the 1980s. In those initial
studies the source of interest was a peculiar behavior of the
electronic transport with temperature. At low temperature
the resistivity follows a metallic curve, but it peaks at
T ∗  150 K and acquires a semiconducting response. At
higher temperatures it assumes a slightly positive dependence,
reminiscent of a (very poor) metal [1–3]. Lacking evidence
for structural or electronic reconstructions [4], such as a
charge density wave, there is at present no explanation
for these observations. Transport data are complemented by
thermoelectric measurements, which attribute negative sign
to the charge carriers at T < T ∗ and positive sign above
T ∗ [5,6]. Shubnikov–de Haas experiments at T  T ∗ yield
conflicting results. In one case three Fermi level crossings
were found, assigned to one hole (largest) and two electron
(medium and smallest) pockets [7]. This would guarantee a
semimetal with charge compensation, called for by the even
number of p electrons in Te. Another group finds a single
Fermi surface [8], and therefore no possible compensation.
Theoretical calculations support a semimetallic state at low
temperature, with the low-energy bands centered at the -Z
line of the Brillouin zone (BZ) [9,10].
Much more recently, with the rise of topological insu-
lators (TIs), an intense activity on ZrTe5 resumed from a
different perspective. Magnetotransport measurements [11,12]
and optics [13] appear to be consistent with the presence of
three-dimensional (3D) Dirac fermions, which would set this
material within the novel class of 3D Dirac semimetals [14,15].
Theory favors instead a gapped electronic structure with
band inversion, which translates in single-layer ZrTe5 being
(ideally) a two-dimensional (2D) TI and bulk ZrTe5 being at
the phase boundary between a strong and a weak TI. The
interlayer spacing is believed to play a key role in defining the
topological character of the bulk material [16,17].
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The few angle-resolved photoemission (ARPES) investiga-
tions available to this point [6,11,18–20] agree on the general
band mapping of the material, but diverge very evidently
in their descriptions of the low-energy states. This Rapid
Communication focuses on the low-energy electronic structure
and its modifications upon temperature and surface doping,
pointing out relevant elements which have been overlooked
and providing experimental evidence for the topological
classification of ZrTe5 as either a weak TI or a trivial
semiconductor.
The crystal structure, shown in Fig. 1(a), consists of chains
of Zr atoms embedded in trigonal Te prisms and running along
the a axis. The two remaining Te atoms per formula unit bridge
two adjacent chains along the c axis. Such pattern forms layers
which are then weakly coupled along b by van der Waals
forces. The primitive unit cell size is one layer wide in the b
direction, and the corresponding reciprocal space is filled with
prisms as sketched in Fig. 1(b), elongated along a∗ and stacked
along b∗. It is convenient to use a base-centered orthorhombic
cell, shown in Fig. 1(a), which contains instead two layers. The
only difference between one layer and the neighboring ones is
a translation along a by half the Zr-Zr distance.
The crystals break easily along both the ab and ac planes
parallel to the chains, but produce surfaces of measurable size
only along ac, i.e., at the (010) surface. Throughout this Rapid
Communication, in order to maintain the conventional ARPES
definition of kz as oriented normal to the sample surface, we
define x, y, and z as directed along a, c, and b, respectively.
The data were collected on the MAESTRO and MERLIN
beamlines at the ALS [21].
Figures 1(c)–1(e) show an overview of the band structure
measured along the three high-symmetry directions through
 in the kxky plane. The top of the valence band (VB)
consists of holelike states yielding the characteristic constant
energy contours shown in Fig. 1(g) and already observed in
previous work [11]. A preliminary consideration concerns
the dimensionality of the material. Whereas structurally it
appears clearly one dimensional with needlelike domains,
electronically it shows a nearly 2D behavior. The effective
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FIG. 1. (a) Real space view of ZrTe5, with Zr and Te atoms in blue and red, respectively, with the conventional unit cell; (b) the 3D BZ with
the relevant high-symmetry points. The dark-colored and light-colored planes represent the kxky plane containing  and the (010) surface BZ,
respectively; (c)–(e) band dispersion measured at hν = 69 eV along the indicated high-symmetry directions; (f) kz dispersion measured along
-Z.  and Z correspond here to hν = 100 and 118 eV, respectively. The kz momentum is evaluated using an inner potential V0 of 7.5 eV;
(g) a stack of constant energy cuts taken at the binding energies indicated on the right, for the same dataset of (c)–(e). All the data are measured
at T  120 K. The relevant dimensions are X = 0.79 ˚A−1, Y = 0.23 ˚A−1, M = 0.82 ˚A−1, and Z = 0.43 ˚A−1.
mass along y (∼−0.09me) is less than twice as large as
that along x (∼−0.05me), in line with what was observed in
transport [22], and much smaller than that along z (∼−4.5me).
The structural properties are probably determined mostly
by the Zr chains, which are well separated along y, while
electronically the dominant contribution at the top of the VB
comes from Te atoms, which form a nearly 2D mesh in the
xy plane. Electronically ZrTe5 can thus be treated as a van der
Waals layered material.
The bulk sensitivity at the low energies typically used in
ARPES is only a few angstrom. Given the large interlayer
separation along z, ∼7.25 ˚A, it may be questioned whether
there is any hope at all to see a signal from electrons below
the top atomic layer. As shown in Fig. 1(f), even though
the electron escape depth may be small, the wave functions
carry information on the periodicity well beyond such escape
depth. Photon energy dependent data present indeed a clear
oscillation, sign of a moderate (as expected) but measurable
kz dispersion, downwards from  to Z (holelike).
This was revealed in recent studies [11,19], and used to
assign the observed states to the bulk band structure, but
another relevant aspect went unnoticed. Figures 2(a) and 2(b)
show two close-ups of the band structure measured along kx
for the  and Z points, respectively. In the former the ARPES
intensity engenders a -shaped dispersion, whereas in the
latter the top of the band is clearly M shaped. This point has,
as we shall see, profound consequences for the physics of this
material.
A closer inspection of Fig. 2(a) reveals a weaker intensity
inside the main parabola. This second state is a backfolded
replica of the M-shaped band in Z. The ZrTe5 structure is
known to be prone to slight distortions [23], and it is entirely
possible that these could be enhanced close to the surface.
In x-ray diffraction data a (1/2,1/2,0) superlattice in the ab
plane was observed, which would fold the electronic states
into a reduced BZ, only 2π/b wide in the kz direction [3,24].
This is seen more clearly in a higher resolution and higher
statistics version of Fig. 1(f), shown in Fig. 2(c). The weaker
state intensity is completely suppressed in the right half of the
figure, but can be nicely followed between  and half way
to Z. Note that, given the very slight amount of distortion,
attempts to identify two states as a sign of a bilayer splitting
do not seem justified, since the lattice primitive cell contains
one single layer.
Although clearly the physics of this material is strongly
influenced by temperature, the data appearing so far, with one
exception [20], are available at sparse temperatures and clearly
a systematic study is called for. Figures 2(d)–2(g) show the ky
dispersion of the VB top for T  T ∗ and T  T ∗. At , the
VB maximum is below EF at high T and shifts well above
at low T . At Z, where the state has higher binding energy,
the intensity peak at 40 K does not quite cross EF yet, and
remains instead slightly below. Hence, at low T the band in
Z is occupied, and the one in  is not. This is confirmed by
a stack of energy distribution curves (EDCs) measured at Z
for decreasing temperatures, shown in Fig. 2(h). The symbols
superimposed indicate the fitted peak positions. Another set of
symbols indicates, for the subrange of temperatures where the
state can be followed, the peak positions obtained by fitting a
similar dataset measured at . Limited to this range the curve
is an exact translated version of the one at Z and the band shift
is therefore rigid. We verified the shift to be reversible.
Most of the change appears to occur monotonically between
∼100 and ∼170 K. While a cross comparison between the
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FIG. 2. (a), (b) Valence band dispersion along kx , measured at  (69 eV) and Z (83.5 eV), at T  160 K; (c) close-up of the kz dispersion.
The dashed curves are sine waves with period 4π/b, shown as guides to the eye. (d)–(g) valence band dispersion along ky , measured at 
(69 eV) and Z (83.5 eV) for high and low T . Note in (d) the clear backfolded replica of the band in (f); (h) a sequence of EDCs measured at Z
for decreasing temperature, shown as an image plot. The yellow symbols indicate the peak positions as obtained by a simple Voigt fit. The blue
symbols indicate the peak positions of an equivalent dataset measured for , and limited to the range where the fit is reliable. The intensity of
the backfolding is weak and does not flaw the analysis. No normalization has been applied to the data
absolute temperatures may not be wise due to the known
influence of defects in the transport properties [3], there exist
within previous ARPES data clear contradictions, with some
authors observing like us a downward shift of the VB between
low and high temperature [19], and others claiming exactly
the opposite [6,18,20]. The only other continuous temperature
dependence study in a recent preprint shows a monotonous
downward shift between room temperature and 2 K [20]. Those
data are also peculiar in that the level of electron doping at
low T is even larger than obtained by direct surface doping in
Ref. [19]. Clearly, extrinsic factors such as the condensation of
adsorbates at low temperatures should be carefully considered
before attempting a comparison among the existing data, but
it seems likely that other elements, such as different defects
introduced during the crystal growth, may also play a role in
these strong inconsistencies among the different groups.
A key point to notice is that, along ky , both at  and Z the
VB is holelike [Figs. 2(d) and 2(f)]. It is instead electronlike
along kx at Z [Fig. 2(b)]. Therefore, Z is a saddle point for the
band dispersion in the kxky plane, and same in the kzky plane
since at Z the dispersion is electronlike in kz as well. In other
words, ZrTe5 presents a 3D van Hove singularity, a possibility
hypothesized from optical spectroscopy results [13], with two
electronlike axes. Remember that at low T the only occupied
states are those close to Z. The resulting Fermi surface in
3D is too involved to attempt quantitative electron counting
simply from the ARPES data, and furthermore, it is possible
that the singularity in the density of states will cause some
departures from a rigid band shift in the close proximity of EF
which cannot be fully captured by the experiment. However,
the presence of a van Hove singularity with two axes of
positive effective mass is central, we believe, for establishing
a connection between ARPES results and the transport data at
low T . Only thanks to the presence of electronlike dispersion
along two axes can the Fermi surface consist of electron
pockets at low T , in agreement with the negative sign of the
carriers observed in thermoelectric measurements [5,6].
Note that, while we tried to identify some consequences of
the observed band shift with temperature, its origin remains
obscure. Proposals of a strongly asymmetric density of
states [19], similarly to the pnictides [25,26], seem unlikely
given that the states above and below EF derive here from
the same bands, as opposed to pnictides where electrons and
holes are found in two entirely different states. Also, the
compensation supposed to hold at all temperatures from the
even number of p electrons does not seem consistent with
our data, since at higher temperatures only the -shaped state
presents a Fermi crossing and no electron pockets can exist.
Thus, the description of ZrTe5 as a p semimetal seems too
simplistic and some other source of charge has to play a
role.
Studying the temperature dependence of the band structure
is unfortunately of little help for determining the topological
character of ZrTe5. As shown before, the Fermi level moves
from slightly above the VB to well within it, so that the
conduction band (CB) remains well out of reach. The goal
is to discriminate between three proposals appeared thus far:
(i) a Dirac semimetal, (ii) a strong TI, and (iii) a weak TI.
(i) would result in a bulk Dirac done centered at , with no
bulk gap. (ii) is the most common TI case, with a gapped bulk
structure and surface states in every crystallographic direction.
(iii) would still have surface states, but only on side surfaces,
e.g., at step edges, while in the (010) direction it would look
just like a standard semiconductor [16].
We could access the CB states by surface doping with
alkali atoms, namely, Rb, similar to a recent work where this
was achieved by bulk doping using Ta atoms as substitutional
defects [19]. In general, if the screening length is not too short,
the charge transfer from the alkali is effective in shifting down
the bands until the density of the unoccupied states is too large
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FIG. 3. (a), (b) Equivalents of Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) after deposition
of Rb on the sample surface. The spectra superposed to the images are
EDCs taken at kx = 0; (c) close-up of a series of (non-normalized)
EDCs measured for photon energies of 65–90 eV in steps of 1 eV. The
arrows indicate the small intensity at the Fermi level coming from
the CB in the vicinity of ; (d) evolution of the Te 5d5/2 core level at
successive steps of the Rb deposition. The thick black and red spectra
represent the start and end points of the deposition, respectively.
to allow further doping. Figure 3(a) shows the kx dispersion
at  after Rb deposition. The EDC in the figure clearly shows
a visible tail of the CB at EF , separated by a dip from the
VB [27]. This is hard to reconcile with (i) above, since a Dirac
semimetal should show no gap.
As further evidence against (i), the energy shift of the
Te core levels, shown in Fig. 3(d), after a gradual increase
suddenly saturates, as typically observed for semiconductors
and insulators [28,29]. The starting point and the amount
of the shift are irrelevant and depend on the sample tem-
perature, but the saturation point is always the same, and
corresponds roughly to the onset of the CB attaining EF .
Assuming a completely symmetric density of states we would
deduce a gap of ∼140 meV if extracted as the peak-to-
peak energy separation, but the ARPES estimation of the
gap in these conditions should be considered a very coarse
one.
Even though no Dirac-like dispersion can be seen within the
gap, a definite statement is not possible from Fig. 3(a) as the
surface state could have a very different intensity from the bulk
bands and be nearly completely hidden. Hence we measured
[Fig. 3(b)] the kx dispersion at Z, where the (backfolded)
-shaped state is extremely weak instead. The EDC extracted
at Z is completely flat at EF , with no trace of an additional
state. A stack of EDCs over the full -Z range (and beyond)
is shown in Fig. 3(c). The statistics is worse than in Figs. 3(a)
and 3(b) due to time constraints in measuring the whole range
without a sizable desorption of Rb from the surface, but small
features at the Fermi level (see arrows) can only be found
at the photon energies close to . Elsewhere, the EDCs are
featureless close to EF . The presence of a surface state can
thus be excluded, and scenario (ii) ruled out.
Our results certainly favor a weak TI as a correct description
of ZrTe5, or a standard semiconductor in lack of band
inversion. However, since ZrTe5 is supposed to be at the
edge between (ii) and (iii) [16,17], we cannot dismiss the
possibility that the Rb deposition could modify the interlayer
separation enough to shift the material from one side to
the other of the phase space. The direct measurement of
edge states, predicted for a weak TI and rather convincingly
shown by tunneling spectroscopy in recent reports [19,30],
will be a stimulating challenge for the existing and upcoming
nanoARPES facilities.
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